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Project Overview 
 

The Texas Municipal Courts Education Center (TMCEC) was awarded a State Justice Institute (SJI) grant 

to focus its 2018 Training Plan on improving the perception of fairness for the public who appear in 

Municipal Courts in Texas.  The Task Plan consists of developing a survey of municipal judges and court 

personnel on what they perceive to be the key issues that need to be addressed to improve the treatment of 

the public; surveys of the public on access, fairness and legal financial obligations; focus groups with 

judges and court administrators; and recommendations to address the results of the surveys, focus groups 

and other findings to inform the training plan.  

 

Report Overview 
 

The National Center for State Courts (NCSC) at the request of TMCEC administered CourTools Measure 

7c: Fair Practices for Legal Financial Obligations (LFOs). The Texas Municipal Courts were the first in 

the nation to administer the new Measure 7C on a statewide basis.  

As stated in NCSC’s CourTools publication, the purpose of Measure 7c is [to] “provide a method of self-

assessment for court personnel to evaluate the utility of their current processes and gauge the importance 

of incorporating additional recognized good practices to enhance defendant compliance with LFOs.”  

An invitation to complete the survey was sent to 768 judges and 834 court administrators, managers and 

clerks. 106 judges and 121 court administrators, managers, or clerks completed the online survey which 

had been customized to align with Texas statutes and Court rules (see Appendix B). This report displays 

the responses to the set of questions adapted from NCSC’s CourTools Measure 7c: Fair Practices for 

Legal Financial Obligations, as seen in Appendix A using multiple approaches:    

• Overall average response score for practice and importance 

• Importance by position 

• Practice by position 

• Importance by court size 

• Practice by court size 

• Overall response score, judges 

• Overall response score, court administrators/managers/clerks 

These different approaches to displaying data allow for comparisons between roles (judges and court 

administrators/managers/clerks) and court size in each area of the NCSC CourTools Measure 7c survey. 
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Overall Average Response Score for Practice and Importance 
Overall, judges and court administrators both stated that the “importance” and “percent practiced” were of similar rankings in most areas with the exception of 

areas 5 (identifying information relevant to satisfying judgements on court website and notices) and area 6 (training for judges and court staff). In areas 5 and 6, 

the rankings under “percent practiced” were both lower than the rankings of importance. It is of importance to note that among position or size of court, area 5 

rankings were consistently the lowest rankings reported.  
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Importance by Position  
The importance of variables within areas 1-6 were ranked similarly for both judges and court administrators, with no variable rankings differing more than ten 

percentage points.  
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Practice by Position 
When compared to importance rankings by position, actual practice by position rankings were lower overall among both judges and court administrators. 

Variables among areas 1-6 differed by no more than 8 percentage points in any category.  
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Importance by Court Size 
When comparing importance by court size, the majority of variables within the different areas showed little difference between small, medium, and large 

volume courts. Notable differences of greater than 10% were found among variables in areas 3, 4, and 5, in the categories of “court has established a local 

compliance program with at least one staff person to monitor defendant compliance with judgments and payment plans,” “court enforces judgments by 

commitment to jail only after a hearing and written determination as required by law,” and “court website and formal notices indicate that alternative means 

are available for those unable to pay their judgment,” respectively.  
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Practice by Court Size 
When comparing practice by court size to importance by court size, the rankings in area 5 were rated far lower for practice than importance across court sizes. 

Within those court size rankings, practice percentages for variables within area 5 differed by as much as 24% between different court sizes. Additionally, notable 

differences of greater than 10% were found among variables in areas 3 and 6, in the categories of “court has established a local compliance program with at 

least one staff person to monitor defendant compliance with judgment and payment plans,” “court uses formal notice procedures to inform defendants of 

alternative means to satisfy their judgment that may be available to them,” and “court trains staff to verify and update defendant contact information at every 

opportunity so that accurate contact information is maintained over the life of the case,” respectively. The latter may be a sign of more ample training 

opportunities being offered at medium and high-volume courts when compared to smaller courts.  
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Overall Response Score, Judges 
Overall, judges’ percent practiced rankings matched up closely with their rankings of importance, with the exception of variables in area 5, identifying 

information relevant to satisfying judgments on court website and notices, where percentage practiced rankings consistently ranked lower than that of 

importance.  
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Overall Response Score, Court Administrators/Managers/Clerks 
Similar to judges’ overall response scores, court administrators, managers, and clerk’s percent practiced rankings matched up closely with their rankings of 

importance, with the exception of variables in area 5, identifying information relevant to satisfying judgments on court website and notices, where percentage 

practiced rankings consistently ranked lower than that of importance. Notably, overall response scores for court administrators, managers, and clerks in areas of 

importance consistently ranked lower than those of judges. 
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Appendix A: NCSC’s CourTools Measure 7c: Fair Practices for Legal Financial 

Obligations 
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Appendix B: NCSC’s CourTools Measure 7c: Fair Practices for Legal Financial 

Obligations Modified for Texas Municipal Courts 
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